The book was found

Lost (and Found) In Space
**Synopsis**

LOST (AND FOUND) IN SPACE- a Pictorial Memoir by Angela Cartwright and Bill Mumy features never before seen images from the TV archives. These beautiful photographs have been hand selected by Angela and Bill and assembled into this collectible high quality volume. Each page includes personal stories and memories that will bring many of us back to that special day of September 15, 1965 when this iconic television series first aired.
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**Customer Reviews**

I'm in the UK but thanks to the publishers generosity they gave me some favourable postage rates in order for me to get my preferred hardback version so thanks for that. This is a wonderful book. I think you need to be more than a casual fan of the series to fully appreciate it but having watched it from a very early age and still watching despite many of the episodes being creaky this fantastic pictorial souvenir is an essential addition to your collection. Rare photos all captioned by Billy and Angela. It's a real look at the great time they had when making the show with stacks of never before seen images. If Lost In Space was part of your childhood and you remain nostalgic for those days you really can't afford to be without this one. It comes across as the sort of photo album that Bill or Angela really would have on their coffee table at home and it's an absolute privilege for them to give us access to all these memories. The hardback is a web exclusive from the publishers site so I'd go for that but if you have a lower budget then this new paperback edition will be just as enjoyable.
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